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776 IN EMPLOYMENT CASES
By Martin I. Aarons
Opening statements are over. “Judge: Plaintiff, you may call your first witness.” Who do you call? The
plaintiff? The harasser/discriminator/bad guy? The human resource professional? The decision maker?
And then after the first witness, who goes next? In what order? The answer in an employment case is
that your first witness, and most of your first witnesses, will be called under Evidence Code § 776.
In fact, an employment trial can be “won” before the plaintiff ever takes the stand. It can even be “won”
without having the plaintiff testify at all – or without worrying at all about what your client will or won’t
say or how he/she will present.
This is because Plaintiff’s counsel gets to determine the order of the witnesses and how the story will be
told. The story of what the defendant employer failed to do and what they could have done, or should
have done, can be told through current and former employees of the Defendant employer. You can frame
your case and have the jury leaning your way before your client takes the stand. This is best
accomplished through the use of “adverse witnesses” called under Evidence Code § 776.
What is Evidence Code § 776?
Evidence Code § 776 allows an adverse party to call as a witness any “party to the action or a person
identified with such a party” as though they were on cross examination. Evidence Code § 776(a).
Plaintiff’s counsel can cross examine the defendant employer witnesses first.
Under 776, a person is “identified with a party” if they are a party or a “director, officer, superintendent,
member, agent, employee, or managing agent of the party.” § 776(c)(2). This applies not just to current
employees, but also former employees. The witness is “identified with the party” if they were an
employee, agent, etc. “at the time of the act or omission giving rise to the cause of action” or if they were
in one of those positions at the time they “obtained knowledge of the matter concerning which he is
sought to be examined.”
There are really two types of 776 witnesses: unfavorable and favorable.
Favorable witnesses:
Many times you will have favorable testimony from a witness who was a former employee, agent, or
director of a company. They too were fired or left the company and you’ve found them. Perhaps you had
an investigator calling around to former employees asking about what they saw/heard, and you’ve
stumbled across gold. Many times your client will have worked there for years and will have friends still
employed at the company. There are other victims of harassment, discrimination, or retaliation that filed
their own claims. Witnesses who have testimony that validates or confirms your client’s complaints and
story of what happened.
For example, in a sexual harassment case they too may have been a victim of harassment by the same
person. Others may have witnessed or complained about the harasser’s conduct. In a disability case, the
person may have also been fired for needing an accommodation or after having taken a medical leave. In
other situations, a witness may have overheard discriminatory or retaliatory comments by the decision
maker as part of the reason for termination or other adverse employment action.
You can, and should, call this person under § 776. Though many company lawyers and some judges will
see that this person is a favorable witness, the question to qualify under 776 is not who benefits from the
testimony. Rather, the question is what was the relationship to the corporate employer defendant at the
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time of the events. If the person was a former employee, agent, etc. then the law says you can call them
as a 776 witness.
This is crucial because cross examination allows you to lead the witness. So, if the witness starts to
waver in their testimony, or leaves out crucial facts, or has forgotten things, you can lead the witness and
get the testimony out that way. When the witness has favorable things to say, this is an easy way to make
sure all the good facts get out and are not forgotten.
Unfavorable witnesses:
By calling these witnesses under 776, it enables the plaintiff’s counsel to attack the witnesses as though
they were on cross examination. This lets you dictate the order the information comes out and to control
all the “bad facts” and get them out first. It will help you gain credibility with the jurors by
acknowledging your hurdles and being able to point out how they may not be such a big deal when
looked at through the appropriate lens. You get to decide how this information is shared with the jury
first. This is extremely powerful.
The human resource person/investigator. In most cases the plaintiff will have complained to human
resources. Or, in a medical leave case/disability case, the human resource person made decisions about
leaves, accommodations, or termination. By calling this witness under 776, you can lay out the whole
case (or almost the whole case) and show where mistakes were made and how they should have done
things differently. What “truths” can they agree to, and then point out how those “truths” were violated
through documents, emails, and other testimony. Make them admit how all the harassing actions are
harassment and violations of the company policy. Put all the key dates up on a timeline in front of the
jury and move into evidence all the key pieces of evidence. Be the leader and person the jury looks to for
information and make it so when you are done with your 776 cross, anything that comes out by defense
counsel will have already been covered and in the manner in which is most favorable to your case.
The harasser. Call the harasser under 776 and have them deny all the horrible things they did. Confront
them with all the stories from the plaintiff and others who witnessed or were victimized. Point out all the
inconsistencies with their story and how unbelievable their position is. Make them admit how all the
harassing actions are harassment and violations of the company policy.
The decision maker. Confront the decision maker on 776 with how they made a bad decision. How they
were not given all the information. Force them to answer the question about how they would have made a
different decision if they had been given all the information. How they treated your client differently than
others.
Preparing your 776 examination
First, identify all the various categories of cross examination there may be for each witness. Many
witnesses will have the same categories.
Then, read over the deposition of the witness(es), find other locations where the witness is referenced or
discussed in any other depositions or statements, review witness statements or interviews given by the
witness, search through any and all emails written/received by the witness. Once you’ve pulled all these
nuggets, place each email/quote/key statement into one of the categories.
Out of all your categories, decide what 2 or 3 nuggets the jury needs to take away from the witness.
Organize all the categories of cross examination in the order you think should be presented to the jury.
Always start off strong with a key point. Jurors get bored. Fast. Write out your outline of
questions/areas of questions and then cut it in half. Try to cut it in half again. Try to eliminate whole
categories or cut a category down in half or more.
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Create a folder for each witness and put your examination and all exhibits and demonstratives you will
use in that folder.
Listen to what the witness says.
Don’t be married to a script. Adjust as needed based on how the witness testifies and what other
witnesses have said.
When it comes to an effective 776 examination, like with all aspects of trial, preparation is key. And with
your effective 776 in hand, you are on your way to a successful result in trial!

